Eccl. 4-6		July 30, 2006
	As we continue on in our quest to understand the Preacher’s message, we are struck with one fact: enjoyment is not in increased possessions or wealth, but enjoyment comes in faith, believing God and taking God at His Word, trusting Him in the plan He has designed for each one. In chapter 3 Solomon, the Preacher, revealed God’s eternal purpose by using the framework of “time”.  It gave the reader a beautiful picture of the God’s sovereign order. But, now in chapters 4-6 he says something has gone awry and shows us how sin has permeated the beauty of order to bring about chaos. How then do we recognize the truth of Jer. 29:11 when this is a daily reality? Solomon shares his insight after being a king for so many years. In the OT and early NT times, people learned by sitting under the feet of one learned and listening. We now have the privilege of listening to Solomon as he seeks to unravel this and put some order back into the scene. 

PRINCIPLES: God’s creative work was corrupted by man’s sin; God has placed eternity in the heart of man. 
AIM: That each one would re-evaluate his life in terms of eternity---not the here and now. 

DAY ONE: Disorder in Creation—chapter 4 (In this chapter, Solomon shows man life “under the sun” or without God. ) Begin with re-reading ch. 3’s “time ideas”- or God’s order in life. 

Then: List the problems in chapter 4 and what  Solomon noted as “better”. Then use the X-ref to give you more ideas on the solutions or other perspectives 
(X-ref = cross references, ff = and following, ** = especially) 
Problem/Disorder
What is “better”
X-References 
Vs. 1-3  Oppression



Job 3:1-3, 11-14
James 5:4 
Vs, 4-6 Envy




I Thess. 4:11, II Thess 3:12
Matt. 13:22, Luke 10:40ff

Vs. 7-8 & 5:10
Loneliness

(none given)
Prov. 18:24

Vs. 9-12 “martyr mode”



Neh. 4: 16-17; Mk 2:3
** Matt. 18:19ff
Vs, 13-16 Contrast between poor/wise/young with rich/old/foolish 



Prov. 12:15, **Gen; 41:14 

We have now noted 5 problems that sin has wrought in God’s perfect creation. Although the Preacher has not given us a solution to them, he did give us his idea of what was “better”. Beginning in chapter 5, he gives us an idea of what is truly ‘better’.  

DAY TWO:  Chapter 5: A Proper Perspective or what is truly “better”. 
Using just vs. 1-2 and then vs. 4-7, can you find  7 principles things regarding worship and give what you believe is the reason for this counsel.  Here is a start on how to do this exercise.  HINT: reread Luke 18 on the Parable of the Pharisee and Publican before you do this exercise. 
e.g. 1. pay attention both in mind and body (as you enter the worship) – what is the reason he gives? Again it is ‘better’ to obey and draw near to God than to give the sacrifice of fools (that is carelessly or irreverently). A fool is too ignorant to even know that they are doing evil (implying that you do know so heed my counsel). See Gen. 35:1-4, Ex. 3:5








 

DAY THREE:  Chapter 5 cont’d Materialism Does Not Satisfy: 
What does Solomon give as the reasons why materialism or the accumulation of ‘things’ does not satisfy? What does he offer as the “better” way? See vs. 12 and 18. Matt 6:19-20







DAY FOUR: Chapter 5:18-20 Solomon’s wise counsel regarding life 
Again Solomon reminds his audience that true wisdom and seeing life, from a godly perspective,  begins with understanding that there is an eternal purpose. What does he note in 5:18 as “it is good and comely for one to eat and to drink, and to enjoy the good of all his labor” KJV or “the only beneficial and appropriate course of action for people” (NET Bible)?   Review chapters 1-4 and note how many times since Eccl. began that this phrase or idea is repeated.  What then is the point Solomon is saying to his audience and to us who are reading it in the 21st century? 







After reading through all of these verses and doing the questions, how do you then respond to this verse in Jer. 29:11?  Jer 29:11  For I know what I have planned for you,'says the LORD. 'I have plans to prosper you, not to harm you. I have plans to give you a future filled with hope.




